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\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }The aim o f t h i s paper i s the study o f abe l i an Lie a l g eb ra s as suba lgebras
\noindent o f the n i l p o t e n t Lie a lgebra g $ n $ a s s o c i a t e d with Lie groups o f upper − t r i a n g u l a r
square matr i ce s whose main d iagona l i s formed by 1 .
We a l s o g ive an obs t ruc t i on t o obta in the abe l i an Lie a lgebra o f dimension
one un i t l e s s than the co r r e sp onding t o g $ n $ as a Lie suba lgebra o f g $ n ˆ{ . }$
Moreover ,
\noindent we g ive a procedure to obta in abe l i an Lie suba lgebras o f g $ n $ up to the dimension
\noindent which we think i t i s the maximum .
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }There are s e v e r a l r easons to study n i l p otent Lie a l g eb ra s . \quad By one s i d e ,
\noindent the problem o f t h e i r c l a s s i f i c a t i o n i s s t i l l unsolved , be ing only known up to
\noindent dimension 7 \quad ( s ee \quad [ 1 , \quad 2 ] ) . \quad By the other s i d e , \quad we think that the in fo rmat ion
obtained about the simply connected Lie groups a s s o c i a t e d with them w i l l
t r a n s l a t e \quad in \quad i n fo rmat ion \quad about \quad the \quad a l g eb ra s \quad themse lves , \quad and \quad f i n a l l y \quad i t \quad w i l l
mean a s t ep forward in the above mentioned problem .
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l } I t i s known that g iven a f i x e d Lie group , the re e x i s t s a Lie a lgebra a s s o c i −
\noindent ated with i t . \quad The converse , that i s , every Lie a lgebra i s a s s o c i a t e d with some
Lie group , was l o c a l l y proved by Lie , in h i s Third Theorem , and g l o b a l l y by
Ado . \quad Consequently i t can be proved that any f i n i t e − dimens iona l complex Lie
a lgebra i s i somorphic t o some matrix Lie a lgebra ( s ee [ 4 ] ) .
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l } In t h i s way , the study o f Lie a l g eb ra s reduces t o the study o f Lie a l g eb ra s
\noindent a s s o c i a t e d with matrix Lie groups . In f a c t , Propos i t i on 3 . 6 . 6 o f [ 4 ] s t a t e s that
\noindent every n i l p otent Lie a lgebra i s obta ined as Lie suba lgebra o f the Lie a lgebra
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Introduction .
The aim of this paper i s the study of abelian Lie algebras as
subalg bras
of the nilpotent Lie algebra g n associated with Lie groups of upper -
triangular square matrices whose main diagonal is formed by 1 .
We also give an obstruction t o obtain the abelian Lie algebra of dimension
one unit less than the corresp onding t o g n as a Lie subalgebra of g n.
Moreover ,
we give a procedure to obtain abelian Lie subalgebr s of g n up to the
dimension
w ich we think it i s the maximum .
There are several reasons t stu y nilp otent Lie algebras . By one
side ,
the problem of their classification i s still u solv d , b ing only known up to
dimension 7 ( s e [ 1 , 2 ] ) . By the other side , we think that
the information obtained about the simply connected Lie groups associated
with them will translate in information about the algebras
themselves , and finally it will m an a st ep forward in the above
mentioned problem .
It is known that given a fixed Lie group , there exists a Lie algebra
associ -
ated with it . The converse , that i s , every Li algebra i s associated
with some Lie group , was locally proved by Lie , in his Third Theorem ,
and globally by Ado . Consequently it can be proved that any finite -
dimensional complex Lie algebra i s isomorphic t o some matrix Lie algebra
( see [ 4 ] ) .
In this way , th study of Lie algebras reduces t o study of Lie
algebras
ass ciate with matrix Lie groups . In fact , Proposition 3 . 6 . 6 of [ 4 ]
states that
every nilp otent Lie algebra i s obtained as Lie s balgebra of the Lie algebra
269
\noindent 2 70 \quad j . c . \quad benjumea , f . j . \quad echar te , j . \quad n $ \acute{u} ˆ{ \ t i lde {n} }$
ez , a . f . \quad t e n o r i o
\noindent a s s o c i a t e d with the Lie group \quad $ G { n }$ \quad that \quad c o n s i s t s \quad in upper − t r i a n g u l a r square
matr i ce s with ’ ’ 1 ’ ’ \quad i \quad t h e i \quad mai \quad d iagona l
We have asked o u r s e l v e s about the dimension o f the abe l i an Lie a l g eb ra s
conta ined in the Lie a lgebra g $ n $ a s s o c i a t e d with $ G { n } . $ \quad This paper dea l s with the
maximal dimension o f abe l i an Lie a l g eb ra s , cons ide r ed as suba lgebras o f $ G { n }
, $
\noindent f o r a g iven $ n \ in N \setminus \{ 1 \} . $
We g ive a procedure t o obta in abe l i an Lie a l g eb ra s in g $ n , $ c o n s i d e r i n g the
ca s e s $ n $ odd or even . We formulate a conj e c tu r e about the maximal dimension
o f the se a l g eb ra s in g $ n ˆ{ . }$ \quad F i n a l l y , the main r e s u l t o f the paper proves that the
Lie a lgebra g $ n , $ \quad o f dimension $ d { g n }$ \quad cannot conta in the abe l i an Lie a lgebra o f
\noindent dimension $ d { g n } − 1 $ as a Lie suba lgebra ( s ee Theorem 3 . 1 and Coro l l a ry 3 . 2 ) .
\centerline {1 . \quad P r e l i m i n a r i e s }
We w i l l remind some pre l im inary concepts on Lie groups and Lie a l g eb ra s
that w i l l be used in the paper . \quad For a gene ra l overview on Lie groups and Lie
\noindent a l g eb ra s , the reader can consu l t [ 4 ] .
I f a Lie group i s denoted by $ G , $ we w i l l denote i t s a s s o c i a t e d Lie a lgebra
by g . \quad Note that the dimensions o f $ G $ and g are the same .
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }A r e p r e s e n t a t i o n o f a Lie group o f dimension $ n $ i s a homomorphism o f Lie
\begin { a l i g n ∗}
groups \phi : G \rightarrow GL ( n , C ) .
\end{ a l i g n ∗}
\centerline{ I f $ L $ i s a Lie a lgebra , i t s c e n t r a l s e r i e s i s g iven by : }
\ [ C ˆ{ 1 } ( L ) = L , C ˆ{ 2 } ( L ) = [ L , L ] ,
C ˆ{ 3 } ( L ) = [ C ˆ{ 2 } ( L ) , L ] , . . . , C ˆ{ k }
( L ) = [ C ˆ{ k − 1 } ( L ) , L ] , . . . \ ]
\noindent Then $ , L $ \ h f i l l i s \ h f i l l c a l l e d \ h f i l l n i l p o t e n t i f the re \ h f i l l e x i s t s \ h f i l l a \ h f i l l natura l \ h f i l l number \ h f i l l
$ m $ \ h f i l l such \ h f i l l that
\begin { a l i g n ∗}
C ˆ{ m } ( L ) \equiv 0 .
\end{ a l i g n ∗}
\centerline{A Lie a lgebra $ L $ i s c a l l e d abe l i an i f $ [ X , Y ] = 0
, $ f o r a l l $ X , Y \ in L . $ }
\centerline {2 . \quad The Lie group $ G { x6e }$ o f unipotent matr i ce s . }
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l } Since an abe l i an Lie a lgebra i s n i l p o t e n t , i t s s imply connected Lie group
\noindent can b e r epre s en ted by unipotent matr i ce s \ h f i l l ( that i s , \ h f i l l upper − t r i a n g u l a r square
\noindent matr i ce s with ’ ’ 1 ’ ’ \ h f i l l i \ h f i l l th \ h f i l l mai \ h f i l l d iagona l ) \ h f i l l However we \ h f i l l d \ h f i l l no \ h f i l l know a \ h f i l l p r i o r i
\noindent the minimal order o f matr i ce s v e r i f y i n g such a cond i t i on .
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l } I f we denote by $ G { n }$ the Lie group o f unipotent matr i ce s , e lements in t h i s
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cases n odd or even period We formulate a conj ecture about the maximal dimension
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associated with the Lie group Gn that consists in upper - triangular
square matrices with ” 1 ” i thei mai di gonal
We have asked ourselves about the dimension of the abelian Lie algebras
contained in the Lie algebra g n associated with Gn. This paper deals with
the maximal dimension of abelian Lie algebras , considered as subalgebras
of Gn,
for a given n ∈ N \ {1}.
We give a procedure t o obtain abelian Lie algebras in g n, considering
the cases n odd or even . We formulate a conj ecture about the maximal
dimension of these algebras in g n. Finally , the main result of the paper
proves that the Lie algebra g n, of dimension dgn cannot contain the
abelia Lie algebra of
dimension dgn − 1 as a Lie subalgebra ( see Theorem 3 . 1 and Corollary 3 .
2 ) .
1 . Preliminaries
We will remind some preliminary concepts on Lie groups and Lie algebras
that will be used in the paper . For a general rview on Lie groups and
Lie
algebras , t reader can consult [ 4 ] .
If a Lie group i s denoted by G, we will denote its associated Lie algebra
by g . Note that the dimensions of G and g are the same .
A representation of a Lie group of dimension n i s a homomorphism of
Lie
groupsφ : G→ GL(n,C).
If L i s a Lie algebra , it s central series is given by :
C1(L) = L, C2(L) = [L,L], C3(L) = [C2(L),L], ..., Ck(L) = [Ck−1(L),L], ...
Then , L i s called nilpotent if there exists a natural number m such
that
Cm(L) ≡ 0.
A Lie algebra L i s called abelian if [X,Y ] = 0, for all X,Y ∈ L.
2 . The Lie group Gx6e of unipotent matrices .
Since an abelian Lie algebra i s nilpotent , it s simply connected Lie
group
can b e represented by unipotent matrices ( that i s , upper - triangular
square
matrices with ” 1 ” i th mai diagon l ) However we d no know a prior
i
the minimal order of matrices verifying such a condition .
If we d not by Gn the Lie group of unipote t matrices , elements in
this
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n o f abe l i an l i e a l g eb ra s \quad 2 71
group have the form :
\ [ g n ( x { i , j } ) = \ l e f t (\ begin { array }{ cc ccc c } 1 & x { 1 ,
2 } & x { 1 , 3 } & \cdot \cdot \cdot & x { 1 , n − 1 } & x { 1
, n }\\ 0 & 1 & x { 2 , 3 } & \cdot \cdot \cdot & x { 2 , n
− 1 } & x { 2 , n }\\ 0 & 0 & 1 & \cdot \cdot \cdot & x { 3 ,
n − 1 } & x { 3 , n }\\ . & . & . & . & . & . \\ . & . & .
& . & . & . \\ . & . & . & . & . & . \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & \cdot \cdot
\cdot & 1 & x { n − 1 , n }\\ 0 & 0 & 0 & \cdot \cdot \cdot
& 0 & 1 \end{ array }\ right ) ( x { i , j } \ in C ) . \ ]
As we proved in [ 3 ] , the Lie a lgebra g $ n $ a s s o c i a t e d with $ G { n }$ i s n i l p o t e n t and
the only nonzero bracket s in g $ n $ are :
\ [ [ X { i , j } , X { j , k } ] = X { i , k } i = 1
, . . . , n ; j = i + 1 , . . . , n ; k = j
+ 1 , . . . , n \ ]
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }That i s , nonzero bracket s are only obta ined i f we mult ip ly a f i e l d o f the
\noindent $ j ˆ{ th }$ column times a f i e l d o f the $ j ˆ{ th }$ row , f o r every
$ j \ in \{ 2 , . . . , n \} . $
We w i l l \quad d i s t i n g u i s h \quad two \quad ca s e s , \quad depending \quad o f the pa r i t y \quad o f the \quad order \quad o f
matr i ce s in $ G { n } . $
2 . 1 . \quad Case \quad 1 : \quad Matr ices \quad o f \quad even \quad order . \quad Let us con s id e r be f o r e , \quad as
examples , the Lie groups $ G { 2 }$ and $ G { 4 } , $ a l r eady s tud i ed in [ 3 ] :
\ [ G { 2 } = \ l e f t (\ begin { array }{ cc } 1 & x { 1 , 2 }\\ 0 & 1 \end{ array }\ right )
G { 4 } = \ l e f t (\ begin { array }{ cccc } 1 & x { 1 , 2 } & x { 1 , 3 } &
x { 1 , 4 }\\ 0 & 1 & x { 2 , 3 } & x { 2 , 4 }\\ 0 & 0 & 1
& x { 3 , 4 }\\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{ array }\ right ) \ ]
C l ea r l y , \quad only the \quad 1 − dimens iona l abe l i an Lie a lgebra can b e obta ined as
suba lgebra g 2 with $ G { 2 } . $
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }Let ’ s c on s id e r g 4 . \quad We have three f i e l d s cor re spond ing t o the
$ 4 ˆ{ th }$ column ;
\noindent the $ 3 ˆ{ rd }$ \ h f i l l column adds two f i e l d s although the f i e l d co r r e sp onding to the
$ 3 ˆ{ rd }$
\noindent row has \quad to \quad b e removed . \quad So , \quad we have four f i e l d s . \quad I f we now \quad add the \quad
$ 2 ˆ{ nd }$
column ( which has a unique f i e l d ) , we would have t o remove the two f i e l d s
\noindent co r r e sp onding t o the $ 2 ˆ{ nd }$ row and then t h i s l a s t s t ep does not improve the
\noindent s i t u a t i o n .
I n s p i r e d in these two examples , we w i l l show a procedure t o get abe l i an
Lie a l g eb ra s from g 2 k f o r any $ k . $ \quad I t c o n s i s t s o f the f o l l o w i n g s t ep s :
representation of abelian lie algebras .. 2 71
group have the form :
g n open parenthesis x sub i comma j closing parenthesis = Row 1 1 x sub 1 comma 2 x sub 1 comma 3 times
times times x sub 1 comma n minus 1 x sub 1 comma n Row 2 0 1 x sub 2 comma 3 times times times x sub 2
comma n minus 1 x sub 2 comma n Row 3 0 0 1 times times times x sub 3 comma n minus 1 x sub 3 comma n Row
4 period period period period period period Row 5 period period period period period period Row 6 period period
period period period period Row 7 0 0 0 times times times 1 x sub n minus 1 comma n Row 8 0 0 0 times times
times 0 1 . open parenthesis x sub i comma j in C closing parenthesis period
As we proved in open square bracket 3 closing square bracket comma the Lie algebra g n associated with G sub
n is nilpotent and
the only nonzero brackets in g n are :
open square bracket X sub i comma j comma X sub j comma k closing square bracket = X sub i comma k i = 1
comma period period period comma n semicolon j = i plus 1 comma period period period comma n semicolon k =
j plus 1 comma period period period comma n
That i s comma nonzero brackets are only obtained if we multiply a field of the
j to the power of th column times a field of the j to the power of th row comma for every j in open brace 2 comma
period period period comma n closing brace period
We will .. distinguish .. two .. cases comma .. depending .. of the parity .. of the .. order .. of
matrices in G sub n period
2 period 1 period .. Case .. 1 : .. Matrices .. of .. even .. order period .. Let us consider before comma .. as
examples comma the Lie groups G sub 2 and G sub 4 comma already studied in open square bracket 3 closing
square bracket :
G sub 2 = Row 1 1 x sub 1 comma 2 Row 2 0 1 . G sub 4 = Row 1 1 x sub 1 comma 2 x sub 1 comma 3 x sub
1 comma 4 Row 2 0 1 x sub 2 comma 3 x sub 2 comma 4 Row 3 0 0 1 x sub 3 comma 4 Row 4 0 0 0 1 .
Clearly comma .. only the .. 1 hyphen dimensional abelian Lie algebra can b e obtained as
subalgebra g 2 with G sub 2 period
Let quoteright s consider g 4 period .. We have three fields corresponding t o the 4 to the power of th column
semicolon
the 3 to the power of rd .... column adds two fields although the field corresp onding to the 3 to the power of rd
row has .. to .. b e removed period .. So comma .. we have four fields period .. If we now .. add the .. 2 to the
power of nd
column open parenthesis which has a unique field closing parenthesis comma we would have t o remove the two
fields
corresp onding t o the 2 to the power of nd row and then this last st ep does not improve the
situation period
Inspired in these two examples comma we will show a procedure t o get abelian
Lie algebras from g 2 k for any k period .. It consists of the following steps :




1 x1,2 x1,3 · · · x1,n−1 x1,n
0 1 x2,3 · · · x2,n−1 x2,n
0 0 1 · · · x3,n−1 x3,n
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
0 0 0 · · · 1 xn−1,n
0 0 0 · · · 0 1

(xi,j ∈ C).
A we proved in [ 3 ] , the Lie algebra g n associated with Gn is nilpotent
and the nly nonzero brackets in g n are :
[Xi,j , Xj,k] = Xi,k i = 1, ..., n; j = i+ 1, ..., n; k = j + 1, ..., n
hat i s , nonzero brackets are only obtained if we multiply a field of the
jth column times a field of the jth row , for every j ∈ {2, ..., n}.
We will distinguish two cases , depending of the parity of
the order of matrices in Gn.
2 . 1 . Case 1 : Matrices of even order .
Let us consider before , as examples , the Lie groups G2 and G4, already








1 x1,2 x1,3 x1,4
0 1 x2,3 x2,4
0 0 1 x3,4
0 0 0 1

Clearly , only the 1 - dimensional abelian Lie algebra can b e obtained
as subalgebra g 2 with G2.
Let ’ s consider g 4 . We hav three fields corresponding t o the 4th
column ;
the 3rd column adds two fields although the field corresp onding to the 3rd
row has to b e removed . So , we have four fields . If we n w
add the 2nd column ( which has a unique field ) , we would have t o remove
the two fields
corresp onding t o the 2nd row and then this last st ep does not improve the
situatio .
Inspired in these two examples , we will show a procedure t o get abelian
Lie algebras from g 2 k for any k. It consists of the foll wing st ps :
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\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }Column $ 2 k . $ \quad F i r s t l y , we con s id e r the $ 2 k −
1 $ f i e l d s cor respond ing
\centerline{ to the $ ( 2 k ) ˆ{ th }$ column . }
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }Column $ ( 2 k − 1 ) . $ \quad We add the $ 2 k −
2 $ f i e l d s cor respond ing t o the $ ( 2 k − $
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l } $ 1 ) ˆ{ th }$ column and we remove the f i e l d o f the $ ( 2 k
− 1 ) ˆ{ th }$
\centerline{row . }
\centerline { . \quad . }
\centerline { . \quad . }
\centerline { . \quad . }
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }Column $ i . $ \quad We \quad add \quad the \quad $ i − 1 $
\quad f i e l d s \quad co r r e sp onding \quad to \quad the \quad $ i ˆ{ th }$
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }column and we remove the $ 2 k − i $ f i e l d s o f the $ i ˆ{ th }$
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }row . \quad Hence the number o f added f i e l d s i s the d i f f e r −
\centerline{ ence b etween both numbers , that i s $ , 2 i − 2 k − 1
. $ }
\centerline { . \quad . }
\centerline { . \quad . }
\centerline { . \quad . }
Column $ k + 1 . $ \quad We s t op the procedure in the $ ( k + 1 ) ˆ{ th }$
column , s i n c e
the d i f f e r e n c e $ 2 i − 2 k − 1 $ \quad i s p o s i t i v e i f and only i f
\begin { a l i g n ∗}
i > k + { column } 2 ˆ{ 1 } . Then { and } we remove ˆ{ we add } the ˆ{ the }
k k { − } f i e l d s { 1 f i e l d s }ˆ{ o f } o f ˆ{ the } ( { the ( }ˆ{ k } { k }ˆ{ + } { + }
1 ˆ{ 1 }ˆ{ ) ˆ{ th }} { ) ˆ{ th }}
\end{ a l i g n ∗}
\centerline{row . }
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l } In t h i s way , we can obta in abe l i an Lie a l g eb ra s whose dimension i s l e s s or
\noindent equal than $ k ˆ{ 2 } . $ \quad Bes ides , f i e l d s obta ined in the procedure are the f o l l o w i n g :
\ [\ begin { a l i gned } X { 1 , k + 1 } X { 1 , k + 2 } \cdot \cdot
\cdot X { 1 , 2 k − 1 } X { 1 , 2 k }\\
X { 2 , k + 1 } X { 2 , k + 2 } \cdot \cdot \cdot X { 2
, 2 k − 1 } X { 2 , 2 k }\end{ a l i gned }\ ]
\begin { cente r }
. \quad . \quad . \quad . \quad .
. \quad . \quad . \quad . \quad .
. \quad . \quad . \quad . \quad .
\end{ cente r }
\ [\ begin { a l i gned } X { k − 1 , k + 1 } X { k − 1 , k + 2 }
\cdot \cdot \cdot X { k − 1 , 2 k − 1 } X { k − 1 , 2
k }\\
X { k , k + 1 } X { k , k + 2 } \cdot \cdot \cdot X { k
, 2 k − 1 } X { k , 2 k }\end{ a l i gned }\ ]
2 . 2 . \quad Case 2 : \quad Matr ices o f odd order . \quad By rep ea t ing the same scheme
as be f o r e , we f i r s t l y con s id e r two p a r t i c u l a r examples , a l r eady s tud i ed in [ 3 ] :
\ [ G { 3 } = \ l e f t (\ begin { array }{ ccc } 1 & x { 1 , 2 } & x { 1 , 3 }\\
0 & 1 & x { 2 , 3 }\\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{ array }\ right ) and G { 5 } =
\ l e f t (\ begin { array }{ ccccc } 1 & x { 1 , 2 } & x { 1 , 3 } & x { 1 ,
4 } & x { 1 , 5 }\\ 0 & 1 & x { 2 , 3 } & x { 2 , 4 } & x { 2
, 5 }\\ 0 & 0 & 1 & x { 3 , 4 } & x { 3 , 5 }\\ 0 & 0 & 0 &
1 & x { 4 , 5 }\\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{ array }\ right ) \ ]
We now use the same procedure as in the prev ious \quad case . \quad So , \quad from g 3 ,
we can obta in the abe l i an Lie a lgebra \quad $ < X { 1 , 2 } , X { 1 ,
3 } > $ \quad o f dimension 2 , \quad but
we cannot obta in the abe l i an a lgebra o f dimension 3 , \quad because g 3 \quad i t s e l f i s a
non − abe l i an Lie a lgebra .
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Column 2 k period .. Firstly comma we consider the 2 k minus 1 fields corresponding
to the open parenthesis 2 k closing parenthesis to the power of th column period
Column open parenthesis 2 k minus 1 closing parenthesis period .. We add the 2 k minus 2 fields corresponding
t o the open parenthesis 2 k minus
1 closing parenthesis to the power of th column and we remove the field of the open parenthesis 2 k minus 1





Column i period .. We .. add .. the .. i minus 1 .. fields .. corresp onding .. to .. the .. i to the power of th
column and we remove the 2 k minus i fields of the i to the power of th
row period .. Hence the number of added fields i s the differ hyphen




Column k plus 1 period .. We st op the procedure in the open parenthesis k plus 1 closing parenthesis to the
power of th column comma since
the difference 2 i minus 2 k minus 1 .. i s positive if and only if
i greater k plus column 2 to the power of 1 period Then and we remove to the power of we add the to the power
of the k k minus fields 1 fields to the power of of of to the power of the open parenthesis the open parenthesis sub k
to the power of k sub plus to the power of plus 1 to the power of 1 sub closing parenthesis to the power of th to the
power of closing parenthesis to the power of th
row period
In this way comma we can obtain abelian Lie algebras whose dimension i s less or
equal than k to the power of 2 period .. Besides comma fields obtained in the procedure are the following :
Line 1 X sub 1 comma k plus 1 X sub 1 comma k plus 2 times times times X sub 1 comma 2 k minus 1 X sub 1
comma 2 k Line 2 X sub 2 comma k plus 1 X sub 2 comma k plus 2 times times times X sub 2 comma 2 k minus 1
X sub 2 comma 2 k
period .. period .. period .. period .. period
period .. period .. period .. period .. period
period .. period .. period .. period .. period
Line 1 X sub k minus 1 comma k plus 1 X sub k minus 1 comma k plus 2 times times times X sub k minus 1
comma 2 k minus 1 X sub k minus 1 comma 2 k Line 2 X sub k comma k plus 1 X sub k comma k plus 2 times
times times X sub k comma 2 k minus 1 X sub k comma 2 k
2 period 2 period .. Case 2 : .. Matrices of odd order period .. By rep eating the same scheme
as before comma we firstly consider two particular examples comma already studied in open square bracket 3
closing square bracket :
G sub 3 = Row 1 1 x sub 1 comma 2 x sub 1 comma 3 Row 2 0 1 x sub 2 comma 3 Row 3 0 0 1 . and G sub 5 =
Row 1 1 x sub 1 comma 2 x sub 1 comma 3 x sub 1 comma 4 x sub 1 comma 5 Row 2 0 1 x sub 2 comma 3 x sub 2
comma 4 x sub 2 comma 5 Row 3 0 0 1 x sub 3 comma 4 x sub 3 comma 5 Row 4 0 0 0 1 x sub 4 comma 5 Row 5 0
0 0 0 1 .
We now use the same procedure as in the previous .. case period .. So comma .. from g 3 comma
we can obtain the abelian Lie algebra .. less X sub 1 comma 2 comma X sub 1 comma 3 greater .. of dimension
2 comma .. but
we cannot obtain the abelian algebra of dimension 3 comma .. because g 3 .. it self is a
non hyphen abelian Lie algebra period
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Column 2k. Firstly , we consider the 2k − 1 fields corresponding
to the (2k)th column .
Column (2k − 1). We add the 2 − 2 fields corresponding t o the (2k−





Column i. We add the i− 1 fields corresp onding to
the ith
column and we remove the 2k − i fields of the ith
row . Hence the number of added fields i s the differ -




Column k + 1. We st op the proce ure in the (k + 1)th column , since
the difference 2i− 2k − 1 i s positive if and only if








In this way , we can obtain abelian Lie algebras whose dimension i s less
or
equal than k2. Besides , fields obtained in the procedure are the following
:
X1,k+1 X1,k+2 · · · X1,2k−1 X1,2k
X2,k+1 X2,k+2 · · · X2,2k−1 X2,2k
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Xk−1,k+1 Xk−1,k+2 · · · Xk−1,2k−1 Xk−1,2k
Xk,k+1 Xk,k+2 · · · Xk,2k−1 Xk,2k
2 . 2 . Case 2 : Matrices of odd order . By rep eating
the same scheme as before , we firstly consider two particular examples ,
already studied in [ 3 ] :
G3 =
 1 x1,2 x1,30 1 x2,3
0 0 1
 and G5 =

1 x1,2 x1,3 x1,4 x1,5
0 1 x2,3 x2,4 x2,5
0 0 1 x3,4 x3,5
0 0 0 1 x4,5
0 0 0 0 1

We now use the same procedure as in the previous case . So ,
from g 3 , we can obtain the abelian Lie algebra < X1,2, X1,3 > of
dimension 2 , but we cannot obtain the abelian algebra of dimension 3 ,
because g 3 it self is a non - abelian Lie algebra .
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In g 5 , i f we con s id e r the $ 5 ˆ{ th }$ column , we have four f i e l d s ; the $ 4 ˆ{ th }$
column
adds three f i e l d s and we have to remove the f i e l d co r r e sp onding t o the $ 4 ˆ{ th }$
row .
So , we have s i x f i e l d s . \quad I f we add the $ 3 ˆ{ rd }$ column ( which has two f i e l d s ) , we
\noindent would have t o remove the two f i e l d s cor re spond ing with the $ 3 ˆ{ rd }$
row . However ,
\noindent i t does not improve the s i t u a t i o n .
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }We note then that t h i s procedure i s v a l i d f o r obta in ing abe l i an Lie a l g eb ra s
\noindent in g $ 2 k + 1 $ up t o dimension \quad $ ( 2 k + { 4 } 1
) ˆ{ 2 } − 1 . $ \quad This conc lu s i on i s s i m i l a r as the g iven in
the prev ious case . \quad Concrete ly :
Column $ 2 k + 1 . $ \quad F i r s t l y , we cons id e r the $ 2 k $ f i e l d s co r r e sp onding to the
Column $ 2 k . ( { We }ˆ{ 2 k } + 1 ) { add }ˆ{ th } { the } column { 2
k − } .{ 1 }$ f i e l d s co r r e sp onding t o the $ ( 2 k ) ˆ{ th }$
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }column and we remove the f i e l d corre spond ing t o the
\ [ ( 2 k ) ˆ{ th } row . \ ]
\centerline { . \quad . }
\centerline { . \quad . }
\centerline { . \quad . }
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }Column $ j . $ \quad When dea l i ng with the $ j ˆ{ th }$ column , we add
$ j − 1 $ f i e l d s
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }and we remove the $ 2 k + 1 − j $ f i e l d s co r r e sp onding with
\centerline{ the $ j ˆ{ th }$ row . }
\centerline { . \quad . }
\centerline { . \quad . }
\centerline { . \quad . }
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }Column $ k + 1 . $ \quad When \quad dea l i ng with the \quad $ (
k + 1 ) ˆ{ th }$ \quad column , \quad we \quad add \quad $ k $
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l } f i e l d s and we remove the $ k $ f i e l d s o f the $ ( k + 1 ) ˆ{ th }$
row .
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }We stop in t h i s s t ep , because , by c o n s i d e r i n g the $ k ˆ{ th }$
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }column , we would add $ k − 1 $ f i e l d s and we would remove
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l } the $ k + 1 $ f i e l d s in the $ k ˆ{ th }$ row and , hence , the dimension
\centerline{would dec r ea s e . }
\centerline{So , the f i e l d s o f g $ 2 k + 1 $ in t h i s abe l i an Lie a lgebra are : }
\ [\ begin { a l i gned } X { 1 , k } X { 1 , k + 1 } \cdot \cdot \cdot
X { 1 , 2 k } X { 1 , 2 k + 1 }\\
X { 2 , k } X { 2 , k + 1 } \cdot \cdot \cdot X { 2 , 2
k } X { 2 , 2 k + 1 }\end{ a l i gned }\ ]
\noindent . \quad . \quad . \quad . \quad .
. \quad . \quad . \quad . \quad .
. \quad . \quad . \quad . \quad .
\ [\ begin { a l i gned } X { k − 2 , k } X { k − 2 , k + 1 } \cdot
\cdot \cdot X { k − 2 , 2 k } X { k − 2 , 2 k + 1 }\\
X { k − 1 , k } X { k − 1 , k + 1 } \cdot \cdot \cdot
X { k − 1 , 2 k } X { k − 1 , 2 k + 1 }\end{ a l i gned }\ ]
Now , by tak ing in to c o n s i d e r a t i o n both ca s e s , a natura l ques t i on appears :
i s i t p o s s i b l e t o obta in an abe l i an Lie a lgebra o f h igher dimension $ ? $ \quad By denot ing
the dimension o f the a lgebra g $ n $ by $ d { g n } , $ we w i l l s e e in the next s e c t i o n that i t
i s not p o s s i b l e t o obta in the abe l i an Lie a lgebra o f dimension $ d { g n } −
1 . $ \quad I t i s a
\noindent f i r s t s tep in the attempt o f proving the f o l l o w i n g :
representation of abelian lie algebras .. 2 73
In g 5 comma if we consider the 5 to the power of th column comma we have four fields semicolon the 4 to the
power of th column
adds three fields and we have to remove the field corresp onding t o the 4 to the power of th row period
So comma we have six fields period .. If we add the 3 to the power of rd column open parenthesis which has two
fields closing parenthesis comma we
would have t o remove the two fields corresponding with the 3 to the power of rd row period However comma
it does not improve the situation period
We note then that this procedure is valid for obtaining abelian Lie algebras
in g 2 k plus 1 up t o dimension .. open parenthesis 2 k plus sub 4 1 closing parenthesis to the power of 2 minus
1 period .. This conclusion i s similar as the given in
the previous case period .. Concretely :
Column 2 k plus 1 period .. Firstly comma we consider the 2 k fields corresp onding to the
Column 2 k period open parenthesis We to the power of 2 k plus 1 closing parenthesis add to the power of th sub
the column 2 k minus period 1 fields corresp onding t o the open parenthesis 2 k closing parenthesis to the power of
th
column and we remove the field corresponding t o the




Column j period .. When dealing with the j to the power of th column comma we add j minus 1 fields
and we remove the 2 k plus 1 minus j fields corresp onding with




Column k plus 1 period .. When .. dealing with the .. open parenthesis k plus 1 closing parenthesis to the power
of th .. column comma .. we .. add .. k
fields and we remove the k fields of the open parenthesis k plus 1 closing parenthesis to the power of th row period
We stop in this st ep comma because comma by considering the k to the power of th
column comma we would add k minus 1 fields and we would remove
the k plus 1 fields in the k to the power of th row and comma hence comma the dimension
would decrease period
So comma the fields of g 2 k plus 1 in this abelian Lie algebra are :
Line 1 X sub 1 comma k X sub 1 comma k plus 1 times times times X sub 1 comma 2 k X sub 1 comma 2 k plus
1 Line 2 X sub 2 comma k X sub 2 comma k plus 1 times times times X sub 2 comma 2 k X sub 2 comma 2 k plus 1
period .. period .. period .. period .. period
period .. period .. period .. period .. period
period .. period .. period .. period .. period
Line 1 X sub k minus 2 comma k X sub k minus 2 comma k plus 1 times times times X sub k minus 2 comma 2
k X sub k minus 2 comma 2 k plus 1 Line 2 X sub k minus 1 comma k X sub k minus 1 comma k plus 1 times times
times X sub k minus 1 comma 2 k X sub k minus 1 comma 2 k plus 1
Now comma by taking into consideration both cases comma a natural question appears :
is it possible t o obtain an abelian Lie algebra of higher dimension ? .. By denoting
the dimension of the algebra g n by d sub g n comma we will see in the next section that it
is not possible t o obtain the abelian Lie algebra of dimension d sub g n minus 1 period .. It i s a
first step in the attempt of proving the following :
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In g 5 , if we consider the 5th column , we have four fields ; the 4th
column adds three fields and we have to remove the field corresp onding t o
the 4th row . So , we have six fields . If we add the 3rd column ( which
has two fields ) , we
would have t o remove the two fields corresponding with the 3rd row . How-
ever ,
it does not improve the situation .
We note t en that this procedure is v li for obtaining abelian Lie
algebras
in g 2k+ 1 up t o dimension (2k+4 1)2 − 1. This conclusion i s similar as
the given in the previous case . Concretely :
Column 2k+ 1. Firstly , we consider the 2k fields corresp onding to the
Column 2k. (2kWe+1)add
th
thecolumn2k−.1 fields corresp onding t o the (2k)
th





Column j. When dealing with the jth column , we add j − 1 fields
and we remove the 2k + 1− j field corresp onding wi h




Column k + 1. When dealing with the (k + 1)th column , we
add k
fields and we remove the k fields of the (k + 1)th row .
We stop in this st p , because , by considering the kth
column , we would add k − 1 fields and we would remove
the k + 1 fields in the kth row and , hence , the dimension
would decrease .
So , the fields of g 2k + 1 in this abelian Lie algebra are :
X1,k X1,k+1 · · · X1,2k X1,2 +1
X2,k X2,k+1 · · · X2,2k X2,2k+1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Xk−2,k Xk−2,k+1 · · · Xk−2,2k Xk−2,2k+1
Xk−1,k Xk−1,k+1 · · · Xk−1,2k Xk−1,2k+1
Now , by ta ing into consideration both cases , a natur l question app ars
: is i possible t o obtain an abelian Li algebra of higher dimension ? By
denoting the dimension of the algebra g n by dgn, we will see in the next
section that it is not p ssible t o obtain the abelian Lie algebra of dimension
dgn − 1. It i s a
first step in the attempt of proving the following :
\noindent 2 74 \quad j . c . \quad benjumea , f . j . \quad echar te , j . \quad n $ \acute{u} ˆ{ \ t i lde {n} }$
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Conjecture . \quad The maximal dimension o f an abe l i an Lie a lgebra h in g $ n $
i s g iven by :
\centerline{dim h $ = \ l e f t \{\ begin { a l i gned } & k ˆ{ 2 } , i f n = 2 k
, with k \ in N , \\
& ( 2 k + { 4 } 1 ) ˆ{ 2 } − 1 , i f n = 2 k + 1 ,
with k \ in N . \end{ a l i gned }\ right . $ }
\centerline{We have a l ready proved t h i s r e s u l t f o r $ n \ in \{ 2 , 3 ,
4 \} $ in [ 3 ] . }
\centerline {3 . \quad Abel ian Lie a lgebra o f dimension $ d { g x6e } − 1 . $
}
Now , \quad coming back t o the ques t i on o f what abe l i an Lie a l g eb ra s can b e
conta ined in a g iven Lie a lgebra g $ n , $ we w i l l prove that the abe l i an Lie a lgebra
o f dimension $ d { g n } − 1 $ i s not a suba lgebra o f g $ n ˆ{ . }$
Theorem 3 . 1 . \quad I f $ n \ in N , $ \quad with $ n \geq 4 , $ \quad then the abe l i an Lie a lgebra o f
dimension $ d { g n } − 1 $ i s not a Lie suba lgebra o f g $ n ˆ{ . }$
I f we use the r e l a t i o n between the Lie subgroups o f a g iven Lie group and
the Lie suba lgebras o f i t s a s s o c i a t e d Lie a lgebra , \quad Theorem 3 . 1 immediately
i m p l i e s the f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t :
Coro l l a ry 3 . 2 . \quad I f $ n \ in N , n \geq 4 , $ then the simply connected Lie group
a s s o c i a t e d with the abe l i an Lie a lgebra o f dimension $ d { g n } − 1 $ cannot be rep −
\noindent r e s ented as a Lie su bgroup o f $ G { n } . $
\centerline{Proof . \quad To prove Theorem 3 . 1 we w i l l proceed by induct i on on $ n
. $ }
Let us suppose , \quad in the f i r s t p lace $ , n = 4 : $ \quad as the dimension o f
$ G { 4 }$ i s 6 ,
the cons ide r ed abe l i an Lie a lgebra has dimension 5 . \quad Then every b a s i s o f Lie
\noindent suba lgebras o f g 4 can b e expres sed by $ \{ Y { i } \} ˆ{ 5 } { i =
1 ˆ{ , }}$ where :
\ [\ begin { a l i gned } j = 3 \\
k = 4 \\
Y { i } = \sum a { i , j , k } X { j , k } , ( a { i ,
j , k } \ in C ) , ( i = 1 , . . . , 5 ) . \\
k = j + 1 \\
j = 1 \end{ a l i gned }\ ]
As the cor re spond ing matrix o f c o e f f i c i e n t s has rank 5 , i t i s equ iva l en t t o
the f o l l o w i n g matrix :
\ [ 0 ˆ{ 0 } { ( ˆ{ b { 1 }} { 0 { 0 }}ˆ{ , }}ˆ{ 1 } b ˆ{ 0 } { 2 { 0 ˆ{ 0 } { 0 }}
, 2 } b ˆ{ 0 { 0 }} { 0 ˆ{ 0 } { 3 , 3 }} b ˆ{ 0 ˆ{ 0 } { 0 }} { 4 , 4 { 0 }}
b ˆ{ 0 ˆ{ 0 ˆ{ 0 }} { 0 }} { 5 , 5 } b ˆ{ b { b ˆ{ b { 2 , 6 }ˆ{ b { 3
, 6 }} { 1 , 6 }} { 4 , 6 }}} { 5 , 6 }ˆ{ ) } , \ ]
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Conjecture period .. The maximal dimension of an abelian Lie algebra h in g n
is given by :
dim h = Case 1 k to the power of 2 comma if n = 2 k comma with k in N comma Case 2 open parenthesis 2 k
plus sub 4 1 closing parenthesis to the power of 2 minus 1 comma if n = 2 k plus 1 comma with k in N period
We have already proved this result for n in open brace 2 comma 3 comma 4 closing brace in open square bracket
3 closing square bracket period
3 period .. Abelian Lie algebra of dimension d sub g x6e minus 1 period
Now comma .. coming back t o the question of what abelian Lie algebras can b e
contained in a given Lie algebra g n comma we will prove that the abelian Lie algebra
of dimension d sub g n minus 1 is not a subalgebra of g n to the power of period
Theorem 3 period 1 period .. If n in N comma .. with n greater equal 4 comma .. then the abelian Lie algebra of
dimension d sub g n minus 1 is not a Lie subalgebra of g n to the power of period
If we use the relation between the Lie subgroups of a given Lie group and
the Lie subalgebras of it s associated Lie algebra comma .. Theorem 3 period 1 immediately
implies the following result :
Corollary 3 period 2 period .. If n in N comma n greater equal 4 comma then the simply connected Lie group
associated with the abelian Lie algebra of dimension d sub g n minus 1 cannot be rep hyphen
resented as a Lie su bgroup of G sub n period
Proof period .. To prove Theorem 3 period 1 we will proceed by induction on n period
Let us suppose comma .. in the first place comma n = 4 : .. as the dimension of G sub 4 is 6 comma
the considered abelian Lie algebra has dimension 5 period .. Then every basis of Lie
subalgebras of g 4 can b e expressed by open brace Y sub i closing brace sub i = 1 to the power of comma to the
power of 5 where :
Line 1 j = 3 Line 2 k = 4 Line 3 Y sub i = sum a sub i comma j comma k X sub j comma k comma open
parenthesis a sub i comma j comma k in C closing parenthesis comma open parenthesis i = 1 comma period period
period comma 5 closing parenthesis period Line 4 k = j plus 1 Line 5 j = 1
As the corresponding matrix of coefficients has rank 5 comma it i s equivalent t o
the following matrix :
0 from 0 to parenlefttp-parenleftex-parenleftex-parenleftex-parenleftex-parenleftbt to the power of b sub 1 sub 0
sub 0 to the power of comma to the power of 1 b sub 2 sub 0 from 0 to 0 comma 2 to the power of 0 b sub 0 from 0
to 3 comma 3 to the power of 0 sub 0 b sub 4 comma 4 0 to the power of 0 from 0 to 0 b sub 5 comma 5 to the power
of 0 sub 0 to the power of 0 to the power of 0 b sub 5 comma 6 to the power of b sub b sub 4 comma 6 to the power
of b sub 2 comma 6 from b sub 3 comma 6 to 1 comma 6 to the power of parenrightbt-parenrightex-parenrightex-
parenrightex-parenrightex-parenrighttp comma
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Conjecture . The maximal dimension of an abelian Lie algebra h
in g n is given by :
dim h =
{
k2, ifn = 2k, withk ∈ N,
(2k +4 1)
2 − 1, ifn = 2k + 1, withk ∈ N.
We have already proved this sult for n ∈ {2, 3, 4} in [ 3 ] .
3 . Abelian Lie algebra of dimension dgx6e − 1.
Now , coming back t o the question of what abelian Lie algebras can b
contained in given Li algebra g n, we will p ove that the abelian Lie
algebra of dimension dgn − 1 is not a subalgebra of g n.
Theorem 3 . 1 . If n ∈ N, with n ≥ 4, en the abelian Lie
algebra of dimension dgn − 1 is not a Lie subalgebra of g n.
If we se the relation between the Lie subgroups of a given Lie group
and the Lie subalgebras of it s associated Lie algebra , Theorem 3 . 1
immediately implies the following result :
Coroll ry 3 . 2 . If n ∈ N, n ≥ 4, then the simply connected Lie
group associated with the ab lian Lie algebra of dimension dgn − 1 cannot
be rep -
res nted as a Lie su bgroup of Gn.
Proof . To prove Theorem 3 . 1 we will proceed by induction on n.
Let us suppose , in the first lace , n 4 : as the dimension of G4
is 6 , the consid red abelian Lie algebr ha dimension 5 . Then every
b sis of Lie





ai,j,kXj,k, (ai,j,k ∈ C), (i = 1, ..., 5).
k = j + 1
j = 1
As the corresponding matrix of coefficients has rank 5 , it i s equivalent t
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where $ b { i , i } \not= 0 , $ f o r $ 1 \ leq i \ leq 5 . $ \quad There fore , t o g ive a b a s i s o f every 5 − dimens iona l
\noindent suba lgebra o f g 4 , we have t o d i s t i n g u i s h the f o l l o w i n g s i x p o s s i b i l i t i e s , where
\begin { a l i g n ∗}
\lambda { i } \ in C : \\ \ langle \lambda { 1 } X { 1 , 3 } + \mu
1 ˆ{ X } 1 , 2 , \lambda { 2 } X { 1 , 4 } + \mu 2 ˆ{ X } 1 ,
2 , \lambda { 3 } X { 2 , 3 } + \mu 3 ˆ{ X } 1 , 2 , \\ \lambda { 4 }
X { 2 , 4 } + \mu 4 ˆ{ X } 1 , 2 , \lambda { 5 } X { 3 , 4 }
+ \mu 5 ˆ{ X } 1 , 2 \rangle . \\ \ langle \lambda { 1 } X { 1 ,
2 } + \mu 1 ˆ{ X } 1 , 3 , \lambda { 2 } X { 1 , 4 } + \mu
2 ˆ{ X } 1 , 3 , \lambda { 3 } X { 2 , 3 } + \mu 3 ˆ{ X } 1 ,
3 , \\ \lambda { 4 } X { 2 , 4 } + \mu 4 ˆ{ X } 1 , 3 , \lambda { 5 }
X { 3 , 4 } + \mu 5 ˆ{ X } 1 , 3 \rangle . \\ \ langle \lambda { 1 }
X { 1 , 2 } + \mu 1 ˆ{ X } 1 , 4 , \lambda { 2 } X { 1 , 3 }
+ \mu 2 ˆ{ X } 1 , 4 , \lambda { 3 } X { 2 , 3 } + \mu 3 ˆ{ X }
1 , 4 , \\ \lambda { 4 } X { 2 , 4 } + \mu 4 ˆ{ X } 1 , 4 ,
\lambda { 5 } X { 3 , 4 } + \mu 5 ˆ{ X } 1 , 4 \rangle . \\ \ langle
\lambda { 1 } X { 1 , 2 } + \mu 1 ˆ{ X } 2 , 3 , \lambda { 2 }
X { 1 , 3 } + \mu 2 ˆ{ X } 2 , 3 , \lambda { 3 } X { 1 , 4 }
+ \mu 3 ˆ{ X } 2 , 3 , \\ \lambda { 4 } X { 2 , 4 } + \mu 4 ˆ{ X }
2 , 3 , \lambda { 5 } X { 3 , 4 } + \mu 5 ˆ{ X } 2 , 3 \rangle
. \\ \ langle \lambda { 1 } X { 1 , 2 } + \mu 1 ˆ{ X } 2 , 4 ,
\lambda { 2 } X { 1 , 3 } + \mu 2 ˆ{ X } 2 , 4 , \lambda { 3 }
X { 1 , 4 } + \mu 3 ˆ{ X } 2 , 4 , \\ \lambda { 4 } X { 2 , 3 }
+ \mu 4 ˆ{ X } 2 , 4 , \lambda { 5 } X { 3 , 4 } + \mu 5 ˆ{ X }
2 , 4 \rangle . \\ \ langle \lambda { 1 } X { 1 , 2 } + \mu 1 ˆ{ X }
3 , 4 , \lambda { 2 } X { 1 , 3 } + \mu 2 ˆ{ X } 3 , 4 ,
\lambda { 3 } X { 1 , 4 } + \mu 3 ˆ{ X } 3 , 4 , \\ \lambda { 4 }
X { 2 , 3 } + \mu 4 ˆ{ X } 3 , 4 , \lambda { 5 } X { 2 , 4 }
+ \mu 5 ˆ{ X } 3 , 4 \rangle .
\end{ a l i g n ∗}
We dea l next with the f i r s t o f the p o s s i b i l i t i e s ( the r e s t o f them can b e
seen in [ 3 ] ) .
Making equal t o zero the bracket s b etween ba s i c e lements , \quad we obta in a
system which conta in s the f o l l o w i n g equat ions $ : \lambda { 3 } \mu 2 = 0
, \lambda { 3 } \mu 1 = 0 , \lambda { 3 } \mu 4 = $
$ 0 , \mu 3 ˆ{ \lambda } 4 = 0 , \lambda { 3 } \lambda { 5 } =
0 , \lambda { 3 } \mu 5 = 0 , $ which g i v e s a c o n t r a d i c t i o n .
Let us suppose that $ n > 4 $ and , by the induct i on assumption , the r e s u l t i s
t rue f o r $ n − 1 , $ that i s , we cannot obta in the abe l i an Lie a lgebra o f dimension
\begin { a l i g n ∗}
D ( n − 1 ) = d { g n − 1 } − 1 in g n − 1 .
\end{ a l i g n ∗}
\hspace ∗{\ f i l l }Let us prove the r e s u l t f o r $ n . $ \quad The dimension o f the abe l i an Lie a lgebra t o
\noindent study i s $ D ( n ) = d { g n } − 1 = ( ˆ{ n } { 2 }
) − 1 . $
We w i l l argue as in the case $ n = 4 . $ Let us con s id e r the e lements $ X { i
, j } ( $ with
$ i = 1 , . . . , n − 1 $ and $ j = i + 1 , . .
. , n − 1 ) $ in g $ n $ as coming from g $ n − 1 ( $ cons ide r ed
as suba lgebra o f g $ n ) . $ \quad I f $ X { h , k }$ i s one o f those e lements and the b a s i s
$ B { h , k }$ o f
the $ ( d { g n } − 1 ) $ d imens iona l abe l i an suba lgebra c o n s i s t s o f e lements o f the form :
$ Y { i , j } = \lambda { i , j } X { i , j } + \mu i ,
j X { h , k } , $ with $ ( i , j ) \ne ( h , k ) , $
then the abe l i an Lie suba lgebra
$ B = < Y { i , j } > , $ with $ 1 \ leq i < j \ leq n
− 1 , $ i s an abe l i an Lie suba lgebra o f g $ n − 1 $
with dimension $ D ( n − 1 ) , $ aga in s t the induct i on assumption .
Now l e t us suppose that the b a s i s o f the abe l i an suba lgebra $ , B { i , n }
, $ c o n s i s t s
o f e lements that invo lv e , a l l o f them , the element $ X { i , n }$ and cons id e r the ba s i c
representation of abelian lie algebras .. 2 75
where b sub i comma i negationslash-equal 0 comma for 1 less or equal i less or equal 5 period .. Therefore comma
t o give a basis of every 5 hyphen dimensional
subalgebra of g 4 comma we have t o distinguish the following six possibilities comma where
lambda sub i in C : angbracketleft lambda sub 1 X sub 1 comma 3 plus mu 1 to the power of X 1 comma 2 comma
lambda sub 2 X sub 1 comma 4 plus mu 2 to the power of X 1 comma 2 comma lambda sub 3 X sub 2 comma 3
plus mu 3 to the power of X 1 comma 2 comma lambda sub 4 X sub 2 comma 4 plus mu 4 to the power of X 1
comma 2 comma lambda sub 5 X sub 3 comma 4 plus mu 5 to the power of X 1 comma 2 right angbracket period
angbracketleft lambda sub 1 X sub 1 comma 2 plus mu 1 to the power of X 1 comma 3 comma lambda sub 2 X sub
1 comma 4 plus mu 2 to the power of X 1 comma 3 comma lambda sub 3 X sub 2 comma 3 plus mu 3 to the power
of X 1 comma 3 comma lambda sub 4 X sub 2 comma 4 plus mu 4 to the power of X 1 comma 3 comma lambda
sub 5 X sub 3 comma 4 plus mu 5 to the power of X 1 comma 3 right angbracket period angbracketleft lambda sub
1 X sub 1 comma 2 plus mu 1 to the power of X 1 comma 4 comma lambda sub 2 X sub 1 comma 3 plus mu 2 to
the power of X 1 comma 4 comma lambda sub 3 X sub 2 comma 3 plus mu 3 to the power of X 1 comma 4 comma
lambda sub 4 X sub 2 comma 4 plus mu 4 to the power of X 1 comma 4 comma lambda sub 5 X sub 3 comma 4
plus mu 5 to the power of X 1 comma 4 right angbracket period angbracketleft lambda sub 1 X sub 1 comma 2 plus
mu 1 to the power of X 2 comma 3 comma lambda sub 2 X sub 1 comma 3 plus mu 2 to the power of X 2 comma
3 comma lambda sub 3 X sub 1 comma 4 plus mu 3 to the power of X 2 comma 3 comma lambda sub 4 X sub 2
comma 4 plus mu 4 to the power of X 2 comma 3 comma lambda sub 5 X sub 3 comma 4 plus mu 5 to the power
of X 2 comma 3 right angbracket period angbracketleft lambda sub 1 X sub 1 comma 2 plus mu 1 to the power of
X 2 comma 4 comma lambda sub 2 X sub 1 comma 3 plus mu 2 to the power of X 2 comma 4 comma lambda sub
3 X sub 1 comma 4 plus mu 3 to the power of X 2 comma 4 comma lambda sub 4 X sub 2 comma 3 plus mu 4 to
the power of X 2 comma 4 comma lambda sub 5 X sub 3 comma 4 plus mu 5 to the power of X 2 comma 4 right
angbracket period angbracketleft lambda sub 1 X sub 1 comma 2 plus mu 1 to the power of X 3 comma 4 comma
lambda sub 2 X sub 1 comma 3 plus mu 2 to the power of X 3 comma 4 comma lambda sub 3 X sub 1 comma 4 plus
mu 3 to the power of X 3 comma 4 comma lambda sub 4 X sub 2 comma 3 plus mu 4 to the power of X 3 comma 4
comma lambda sub 5 X sub 2 comma 4 plus mu 5 to the power of X 3 comma 4 right angbracket period
We deal next with the first of the possibilities open parenthesis the rest of them can b e
seen in open square bracket 3 closing square bracket closing parenthesis period
Making equal t o zero the brackets b etween basic elements comma .. we obtain a
system which contains the following equations : lambda sub 3 mu 2 = 0 comma lambda sub 3 mu 1 = 0 comma
lambda sub 3 mu 4 =
0 comma mu 3 to the power of lambda 4 = 0 comma lambda sub 3 lambda sub 5 = 0 comma lambda sub 3 mu
5 = 0 comma which gives a contradiction period
Let us suppose that n greater 4 and comma by the induction assumption comma the result i s
true for n minus 1 comma that i s comma we cannot obtain the abelian Lie algebra of dimension
D open parenthesis n minus 1 closing parenthesis = d sub g n minus 1 minus 1 in g n minus 1 period
Let us prove the result for n period .. The dimension of the abelian Lie algebra t o
study i s D open parenthesis n closing parenthesis = d sub g n minus 1 = parenleftbig sub 2 to the power of n
parenrightbig minus 1 period
We will argue as in the case n = 4 period Let us consider the elements X sub i comma j open parenthesis with
i = 1 comma period period period comma n minus 1 and j = i plus 1 comma period period period comma n
minus 1 closing parenthesis in g n as coming from g n minus 1 open parenthesis considered
as subalgebra of g n closing parenthesis period .. If X sub h comma k i s one of those elements and the basis B
sub h comma k of
the open parenthesis d sub g n minus 1 closing parenthesis dimensional abelian subalgebra consists of elements
of the form :
Y sub i comma j = lambda sub i comma j X sub i comma j plus mu i comma j X sub h comma k comma with
open parenthesis i comma j closing parenthesis equal-negationslash open parenthesis h comma k closing parenthesis
comma then the abelian Lie subalgebra
B = less Y sub i comma j greater comma with 1 less or equal i less j less or equal n minus 1 comma i s an abelian
Lie subalgebra of g n minus 1
with dimension D open parenthesis n minus 1 closing parenthesis comma against the induction assumption period
Now let us suppose that the basis of the abelian subalgebra comma B sub i comma n comma consists
of elements that involve comma all of them comma the element X sub i comma n and consider the basic
representation of abelian lie algebras 2 75 where bi,i 6= 0,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5. Therefore , t o give a basis of every 5 - dimensional
subalgebra of g 4 , we have t o distinguish the following six possibilities ,
where
λi ∈ C :
〈λ1X1,3 + µ1X1, 2, λ2X1,4 + µ X1, 2 λ3X2,3 + µ3X1, 2,
λ4X2,4 + µ4
X1, 2, λ5X3,4 + µ5
X1, 2〉.
〈λ1X1,2 + µ1X1, 3, λ2X1,4 + µ2X1, 3, λ3X2,3 + µ3X1, 3,
λ4X2,4 + µ4
X1, 3, λ5X3,4 + µ5
X1, 3〉.
〈λ1X1,2 + µ1X1, 4, λ2X1,3 + µ2X1, 4, λ3 2,3 + µ3X1, 4,
λ4X2,4 + µ4
X1, 4, λ5X3,4 + µ5
X1, 4〉.
〈λ1X1,2 + µ1X2, 3, λ2X1,3 + µ2X2, 3, λ3X1,4 + µ3X2, 3,
λ4X2,4 + µ4
X2, 3, λ5X3,4 + µ5
X2, 3〉.
〈λ1X1,2 + µ1X2, 4, λ2X1,3 + µ2X2, 4, λ3X1,4 + µ3X2, 4,
λ4X2,3 + µ4
X2, 4, λ5X3,4 + µ5
X2, 4〉.
〈λ1X1,2 + µ1X3, 4, λ2X1,3 + µ2X3, 4, λ3X1,4 + µ3X3, 4,
λ4X2,3 + µ4
X3, 4, λ5 2,4 + µ5
X3, 4〉.
We deal next with the first of the possibilities ( the rest of them can e
seen in [ 3 ] ) .
Making equal t o zero the brackets b etween basic elements , we obtain
a system which contains the following equations : λ3µ2 = 0, λ3µ1 = 0, λ3µ4 =
0, µ3λ4 = 0, λ3λ5 = 0, λ3µ5 = 0, which gives a contradiction .
Let us suppose that n > 4 and , by the induction assumption , the result
i s true for n − 1, that i s , we cannot obtain the abelian Lie algebra of
dimension
D(n− 1) = dgn−1 − 1ingn− 1.
Let us prove the result for n. The dimension of the abelian Lie algebra
t o
study i s D( ) = dgn − 1 = (n2 )− 1.
We will argue as in the case n = 4. Let us consider the elements Xi,j(
with i = 1, ..., n − 1 and j = i + 1, ..., n − 1) in g n as coming from g n − 1(
considered as subalgebra of g n). If Xh,k i s one of those elements and
the basis Bh,k of the (dgn − 1) dimensional abelian subalgebra consists of
elements of the form : Yi,j = λi,jXi,j + µi, jXh,k, with (i, j) 6= (h, k), then the
abelian Lie subalgebra B =< Yi,j >, with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n − 1, i s an abelian
Lie subalgebra of g n − 1 with dimension D(n − 1), against the induction
assumption .
Now let us suppose that the basis of the abelian subalgebra , Bi,n, consists
of elements that involve , all of them , the element Xi,n and consider the
basic
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\begin { a l i g n ∗}
e lements : \\ Y { 1 , 2 , i } = \lambda { 1 , 2 , i } X { 1
, 2 } + \mu 1 , 2 , i ˆ{ X } i , n , Y { 1 , 3 , i }
= \lambda { 1 , 3 , i } X { 1 , 3 } + \mu 1 , 3 , i ˆ{ X }
i , n , \\ Y { 2 , 3 , i } = \lambda { 2 , 3 , i } X { 2
, 3 } + \mu 2 , 3 , i ˆ{ X } i , n , Y { 3 , 4 , i }
= \lambda { 3 , 4 , i } X { 3 , 4 } + \mu 3 , 4 , i ˆ{ X }
i , n ˆ{ . }
\end{ a l i g n ∗}
\noindent The bracket s $ [ Y { 1 , 2 , i } , Y { 2 , 3 , i }
] $ and $ [ Y { 1 , 3 , i } , Y { 3 , 4 , i } ] $ are g iven by :
\ [\ begin { a l i gned } [ Y { 1 , 2 , i } , Y { 2 , 3 , i } ] =
\lambda { 1 , 2 , i } \lambda { 2 , 3 , i } X { 1 , 3 } +
\lambda { 1 , 2 , i } \mu 2 , 3 , i [ X { 1 , 2 } , X { i
, n } ] + \mu 1 , 2 , i ˆ{ \lambda } 2 , 3 , i [ X { i
, n } , X { 2 , 3 } ] , \\
[ Y { 1 , 3 , i } , Y { 3 , 4 , i } ] = \lambda { 1
, 3 , i } \lambda { 3 , 4 , i } X { 1 , 4 } + \lambda { 1
, 3 , i } \mu 3 , 4 , i [ X { 1 , 3 } , X { i , n }
] + \mu 1 , 3 , i ˆ{ \lambda } 3 , 4 , i [ X { i , n }
, X { 3 , 4 } ] . \end{ a l i gned }\ ]
\centerline{According t o the law o f g $ n , $ we have the bracket s : }
\ [\ begin { a l i gned } [ X { 1 , 2 } , X { i , n } ] = \{ ˆ{ 0 , } { X { 1
, n } , } i f ˆ{ i f } i ˆ{ i } \ne { = } 2 ˆ{ 2 , } { . } [ X { i ,
n } , X { 2 , 3 } ] = \ l e f t \{\ begin { a l i gned } & 0 , i f i \ne 3
, \\
& − X { 2 , n } , i f i = 3 . \end{ a l i gned }\ right .\\
[ X { 1 , 3 } , X { i , n } ] = \{ ˆ{ 0 , } { X { 1 , n }
, } i f ˆ{ i f } i ˆ{ i } \not= { = } 3 ˆ{ 3 , } { . } [ X { i , n } ,
X { 3 , 4 } ] = \ l e f t \{\ begin { a l i gned } & 0 , i f i \not= 4 , \\
& − X { 3 , n } , i f i = 4 . \end{ a l i gned }\ right .\end{ a l i gned }\ ]
\noindent and , as a consequence , p o s s i b l e ca s e s are :
a ) \quad I f $ i \not= 2 , 3 , 4 , $ we have :
\ [\ l e f t \{\ begin { a l i gned } & [ Y { 1 , 2 , i } , Y { 2 , 3 , i }
] = \lambda { 1 , 2 , i } \lambda { 2 , 3 , i } X { 1 ,
3 } , \\
& [ Y { 1 , 3 , i } , Y { 3 , 4 , i } ] = \lambda { 1
, 3 , i } \lambda { 3 , 4 , i } X { 1 , 4 } . \end{ a l i gned }\ right . \ ]
\centerline{b ) \quad I f $ i = 2 , $ we have : }
\ [\ l e f t \{\ begin { a l i gned } & [ Y { 1 , 2 , i } , Y { 2 , 3 , i }
] = \lambda { 1 , 2 , i } \lambda { 2 , 3 , i } X { 1 ,
3 } + \lambda { 1 , 2 , i } \mu 2 , 3 , i ˆ{ X } 1 , n
, \\
& [ Y { 1 , 3 , i } , Y { 3 , 4 , i } ] = \lambda { 1
, 3 , i } \lambda { 3 , 4 , i } X { 1 , 4 } . \end{ a l i gned }\ right . \ ]
\centerline{c ) \quad I f $ i = 3 , $ we have : }
\ [\ l e f t \{\ begin { a l i gned } & [ Y { 1 , 2 , i } , Y { 2 , 3 , i }
] = \lambda { 1 , 2 , i } \lambda { 2 , 3 , i } X { 1 ,
3 } − \mu 1 , 2 , i ˆ{ \lambda } 2 , 3 , i ˆ{ X } 2 , n
, \\
& [ Y { 1 , 3 , i } , Y { 3 , 4 , i } ] = \lambda { 1
, 3 , i } \lambda { 3 , 4 , i } X { 1 , 4 } + \lambda { 1
, 3 , i } \mu 3 , 4 , i ˆ{ X } 1 , n ˆ{ . }\end{ a l i gned }\ right . \ ]
\centerline{d ) \quad I f $ i = 4 , $ we have : }
\ [\ l e f t \{\ begin { a l i gned } & [ Y { 1 , 2 , i } , Y { 2 , 3 , i }
] = \lambda { 1 , 2 , i } \lambda { 2 , 3 , i } X { 1 ,
3 } , \\
& [ Y { 1 , 3 , i } , Y { 3 , 4 , i } ] = \lambda { 1
, 3 , i } \lambda { 3 , 4 , i } X { 1 , 4 } − \mu 1 ,
3 , i ˆ{ \lambda } 3 , 4 , i ˆ{ X } 3 , n ˆ{ . }\end{ a l i gned }\ right . \ ]
In every case , the equat ions $ \lambda { 1 , 2 , i } \lambda { 2 , 3
, i } = 0 $ and $ \lambda { 1 , 3 , i } \lambda { 3 , 4 , i }
= 0 $ are obta ined .
Hence , two elements o f the b a s i s o f the abe l i an suba lgebra are l i n e a r l y depend −
ent , what g i v e s a c o n t r a d i c t i o n . \quad This proves Theorem 3 . 1 and , consequent ly ,
Coro l l a ry 3 . 2 .
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elements : Y sub 1 comma 2 comma i = lambda sub 1 comma 2 comma i X sub 1 comma 2 plus mu 1 comma 2
comma i to the power of X i comma n comma Y sub 1 comma 3 comma i = lambda sub 1 comma 3 comma i X sub
1 comma 3 plus mu 1 comma 3 comma i to the power of X i comma n comma Y sub 2 comma 3 comma i = lambda
sub 2 comma 3 comma i X sub 2 comma 3 plus mu 2 comma 3 comma i to the power of X i comma n comma Y
sub 3 comma 4 comma i = lambda sub 3 comma 4 comma i X sub 3 comma 4 plus mu 3 comma 4 comma i to the
power of X i comma n to the power of period
The brackets open square bracket Y sub 1 comma 2 comma i comma Y sub 2 comma 3 comma i closing square
bracket and open square bracket Y sub 1 comma 3 comma i comma Y sub 3 comma 4 comma i closing square bracket
are given by :
Line 1 open square bracket Y sub 1 comma 2 comma i comma Y sub 2 comma 3 comma i closing square bracket
= lambda sub 1 comma 2 comma i lambda sub 2 comma 3 comma i X sub 1 comma 3 plus lambda sub 1 comma
2 comma i mu 2 comma 3 comma i open square bracket X sub 1 comma 2 comma X sub i comma n closing square
bracket plus mu 1 comma 2 comma i to the power of lambda 2 comma 3 comma i open square bracket X sub i comma
n comma X sub 2 comma 3 closing square bracket comma Line 2 open square bracket Y sub 1 comma 3 comma i
comma Y sub 3 comma 4 comma i closing square bracket = lambda sub 1 comma 3 comma i lambda sub 3 comma
4 comma i X sub 1 comma 4 plus lambda sub 1 comma 3 comma i mu 3 comma 4 comma i open square bracket X
sub 1 comma 3 comma X sub i comma n closing square bracket plus mu 1 comma 3 comma i to the power of lambda
3 comma 4 comma i open square bracket X sub i comma n comma X sub 3 comma 4 closing square bracket period
According t o the law of g n comma we have the brackets :
Line 1 open square bracket X sub 1 comma 2 comma X sub i comma n closing square bracket = open brace sub
X sub 1 comma n comma to the power of 0 comma if to the power of if i to the power of i equal-negationslash = 2
sub period to the power of 2 comma open square bracket X sub i comma n comma X sub 2 comma 3 closing square
bracket = Case 1 0 comma if i equal-negationslash 3 comma Case 2 minus X sub 2 comma n comma if i = 3 period
Line 2 open square bracket X sub 1 comma 3 comma X sub i comma n closing square bracket = open brace sub X
sub 1 comma n comma to the power of 0 comma if to the power of if i to the power of i negationslash-equal = 3
sub period to the power of 3 comma open square bracket X sub i comma n comma X sub 3 comma 4 closing square
bracket = Case 1 0 comma if i negationslash-equal 4 comma Case 2 minus X sub 3 comma n comma if i = 4 period
and comma as a consequence comma possible cases are :
a closing parenthesis .. If i negationslash-equal 2 comma 3 comma 4 comma we have :
Case 1 open square bracket Y sub 1 comma 2 comma i comma Y sub 2 comma 3 comma i closing square bracket
= lambda sub 1 comma 2 comma i lambda sub 2 comma 3 comma i X sub 1 comma 3 comma Case 2 open square
bracket Y sub 1 comma 3 comma i comma Y sub 3 comma 4 comma i closing square bracket = lambda sub 1 comma
3 comma i lambda sub 3 comma 4 comma i X sub 1 comma 4 period
b closing parenthesis .. If i = 2 comma we have :
Case 1 open square bracket Y sub 1 comma 2 comma i comma Y sub 2 comma 3 comma i closing square bracket
= lambda sub 1 comma 2 comma i lambda sub 2 comma 3 comma i X sub 1 comma 3 plus lambda sub 1 comma 2
comma i mu 2 comma 3 comma i to the power of X 1 comma n comma Case 2 open square bracket Y sub 1 comma
3 comma i comma Y sub 3 comma 4 comma i closing square bracket = lambda sub 1 comma 3 comma i lambda sub
3 comma 4 comma i X sub 1 comma 4 period
c closing parenthesis .. If i = 3 comma we have :
Case 1 open square bracket Y sub 1 comma 2 comma i comma Y sub 2 comma 3 comma i closing square bracket
= lambda sub 1 comma 2 comma i lambda sub 2 comma 3 comma i X sub 1 comma 3 minus mu 1 comma 2 comma
i to the power of lambda 2 comma 3 comma i to the power of X 2 comma n comma Case 2 open square bracket Y
sub 1 comma 3 comma i comma Y sub 3 comma 4 comma i closing square bracket = lambda sub 1 comma 3 comma
i lambda sub 3 comma 4 comma i X sub 1 comma 4 plus lambda sub 1 comma 3 comma i mu 3 comma 4 comma i
to the power of X 1 comma n to the power of period
d closing parenthesis .. If i = 4 comma we have :
Case 1 open square bracket Y sub 1 comma 2 comma i comma Y sub 2 comma 3 comma i closing square bracket
= lambda sub 1 comma 2 comma i lambda sub 2 comma 3 comma i X sub 1 comma 3 comma Case 2 open square
bracket Y sub 1 comma 3 comma i comma Y sub 3 comma 4 comma i closing square bracket = lambda sub 1 comma
3 comma i lambda sub 3 comma 4 comma i X sub 1 comma 4 minus mu 1 comma 3 comma i to the power of lambda
3 comma 4 comma i to the power of X 3 comma n to the power of period
In every case comma the equations lambda sub 1 comma 2 comma i lambda sub 2 comma 3 comma i = 0 and
lambda sub 1 comma 3 comma i lambda sub 3 comma 4 comma i = 0 are obtained period
Hence comma two elements of the basis of the abelian subalgebra are linearly depend hyphen
ent comma what gives a contradiction period .. This proves Theorem 3 period 1 and comma consequently comma
Corollary 3 period 2 period
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elements :
Y1,2,i = λ1,2,iX1,2 + µ1, 2, i
X i, n, Y1,3,i = λ1,3,iX1,3 + µ1, 3, i
X i, n,
Y2,3,i = λ2,3,iX2,3 + µ2, 3, i
X i, n, Y3,4,i = λ3,4,iX3,4 + µ3, 4, i
X i, n.
The brackets [Y1,2,i, Y2,3,i] and [Y1,3,i, Y3,4,i] are given by :
= λ1,2,iλ2,3,iX1,3 + λ1,2,iµ2, 3, i[X1,2, Xi,n] + µ1, 2, i
λ2, 3, i[Xi,n, X2,3],
[Y1,3,i, Y3,4,i] = λ1,3,iλ3,4,iX1,4 + λ1,3,iµ3, 4, i[X1,3, Xi,n] + µ1, 3, i
λ3, 4, i[Xi,n, X3,4].
Ac rding t o the law of g n, we have the brackets :
= {0,X1,n, if if ii 6== 22,. [Xi,n, X2,3] =
{
0, ifi 6= 3,
−X2,n, ifi = 3.
[X1,3, Xi,n] = {0,X1,n, if if ii 6== 33,. [Xi,n, X3,4] =
{
0, ifi 6= 4,
−X3,n, ifi = 4.
and , as a consequence , possible cases are : a ) If i 6= 2, 3, 4, we have :{
[Y1,2,i, Y2,3,i] = λ1,2,iλ2,3,iX1,3,
[Y1,3,i, Y3,4,i] = λ1,3,iλ3,4,iX1,4.
b ) If i = 2, we have :{
[Y1,2,i, Y2,3,i] = λ1,2,iλ2,3,iX1,3 + λ1,2,iµ2, 3, i
X1 n,
[Y1,3,i, Y3,4,i] = λ1,3,iλ3,4,iX1,4.
c ) If i = 3, we have :{
[Y1,2,i, Y2,3,i] = λ1,2,iλ2,3,iX1,3 − µ1, 2, iλ2, 3, iX2, n,
[Y ,3,i, Y3,4,i] = λ1,3,iλ3,4,iX1,4 + λ1,3,iµ3, 4, i
X1, n.
d ) If i = 4, we have :{
[Y1,2,i, Y2,3,i] = λ1,2,iλ2,3,iX1,3,
[Y1,3,i, Y3,4,i] = λ1,3,iλ3,4,iX1,4 − µ1, 3, iλ3, 4, iX3, n.
In every case , the equations λ1,2,iλ2,3,i = 0 and λ1,3,iλ3,4,i = 0 are obtained
. Hence , two elements of the basis of the abelian subalgebra are linearly
depend - ent , what gives a contradiction . This proves Theorem 3 . 1
and , consequently , Corollary 3 . 2 .
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